
 

House panels probe gov't use of facial
recognition software

April 14 2022, by Fatima Hussein and Farnoush Amiri

  
 

  

This May 4, 2021 file photo shows the outside of the Internal Revenue Service
building in Washington. Small businesses that have been buffeted by the
pandemic, inflation and shipping woes have another challenge to add to their
plate: taxes. Tax season can be complicated for everyone, but as the April 18
filing deadline looms, small business owners, contractors, entrepreneurs and
others face even more rules and regulations that are ever-changing. The Internal
Revenue Service has announced a backlog and warned that more delays are to be
expected. The IRS said earlier this month it was hiring 10,000 workers to deal
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with a backlog of 23 million items triggered by limiting operations during the
coronavirus pandemic. Credit: AP Photo/Patrick Semansky, File

Two House committees have launched an investigation into the
government's use of facial recognition software that was most recently
used by the Internal Revenue Service, but stopped after complaints from
lawmakers and privacy advocates.

Critics of the software said facial recognition databases could become a
target for cyberthreats. They also expressed concerns about how the
information could be used by other government agencies.

In a letter Thursday to Blake Hall, CEO of ID.me, the lawmakers
requested documents and information related to the company's contracts
with 10 federal agencies and 30 state governments for use of its facial
recognition technology.

"I am deeply concerned that the federal government lacks a clear plan,
leaving agencies like the IRS to enter contracts worth tens of millions of
dollars with questionable terms and oversight mechanisms," House
oversight committee chair Carolyn Maloney, D-N.Y., said in a
statement.

"Without clear rules of the road, agencies will continue to turn to
companies like ID.me, which heightens the risk that essential services
will not be equitably provided to Americans, or will be outright denied,
and that their biometric data won't be properly safeguarded."

The letter was signed by Maloney and Rep. James Clyburn, D-S.C., who
chairs the Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Crisis. It was first
reported by The Washington Post.
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https://techxplore.com/tags/government/
https://techxplore.com/tags/company/
https://techxplore.com/tags/federal+agencies/
https://techxplore.com/tags/federal+government/
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2022-04-14.CBM%20JEC%20to%20Hall-ID.me%20re%20Use%20of%20FRT.pdf


 

In an emailed statement, a company representative said "ID.me remains
a highly effective solution available for government agencies that
provides the most access for under-served Americans."

"ID.me adheres to the federal guidelines for identity verification and
login while providing services to public sector agencies. These standards
have proved remarkably effective at preventing fraud. Four states have
credited ID.me with preventing $210 billion in fraud," the statement
reads.

In February, the IRS said it would suspend its use of facial recognition
technology to authenticate people who create online accounts after the
practice was criticized by privacy advocates and lawmakers.

Lawmakers, including Senate Finance Committee Chair Ron Wyden, D-
Ore., called on the IRS to end its use of the ID.me software.

The agency is currently grappling with a worker shortage and an
expanded workload processing tax filings and administering pandemic-
related programs.

The tax day deadline is Monday.

© 2022 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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